Defining mechanisms for cardiac fibrillation is challenging because, in contrast to other arrhythmias, fibrillation exhibits complex non-repeatability in spatiotemporal activation but paradoxically exhibits conserved spatial gradients in rate, dominant frequency, and electrical propagation. Unlike animal models, in which fibrillation can be mapped at high spatial and temporal resolution using optical dyes or arrays of contact electrodes, mapping of cardiac fibrillation in patients is constrained practically to lower resolutions or smaller fields-of-view. In many animal models, atrial fibrillation is maintained by localized electrical rotors and focal sources. However, until recently, few studies had revealed localized sources in human fibrillation, so that the impact of mapping constraints on the ability to identify rotors or focal sources in humans was not described. Here, we determine the minimum spatial and temporal resolutions theoretically required to detect rigidly rotating spiral waves and focal sources, then extend these requirements for spiral waves in computer simulations. Finally, we apply our results to clinical data acquired during human atrial fibrillation using a novel technique termed focal impulse and rotor mapping (FIRM). Our results provide theoretical justification and clinical demonstration that FIRM meets the spatio-temporal resolution requirements to reliably identify rotors and focal sources for human atrial fibrillation. Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common heart rhythm disorder (cardiac arrhythmia) in the United States that may cause substantial morbidity and mortality. However, the precise mechanisms causing AF are still not well understood, partly due to difficulties in reliably mapping electrical activity during the spatio-temporal variations of AF in patients. In this article, we determine the minimal spatial and temporal resolution required to accurately map in humans the electrical rotors and focal sources shown to sustain AF in various model systems. We first test these requirements in computer simulations. We then validate that a recently developed mapping technique which employs bi-atrial multielectrode contact arrays is able to capture localized rotors and focal sources for human AF.
I. INTRODUCTION
During normal sinus rhythm, an electrical wave initiated from the sinus node propagates through atrial tissue, activates the atrioventricular node then ventricular tissue, and resulting in coherent electrical activity and mechanical contraction (systole) in the heart. In a large number of people, however, this organized rhythm is disrupted and replaced by an arrhythmia during which wave propagation is fast and/or irregular and may compromise the primary mechanical function of the heart. AF is the most common of these arrhythmias and currently affects 5 million people in the USA alone. AF is a serious health concern and leads to increased morbidity and even mortality. 1 The precise mechanisms that initiate and maintain human AF are not well understood. Part of the reason for this incomplete understanding is the difficulty in obtaining accurate human maps of spatio-temporally varying electrical activity in AF, and hence explaining consistent spatial gradients in rate and dominant frequency 2 and electrical propagation. 3 High resolution mapping techniques, especially ones using optical dyes, have proven to be instrumental in determining the spatio-temporal wave organization in animal models and in explanted human hearts. 4, 5 Such models have shown that spatiotemporally variable AF may actually result from periodic sources in the form of spiral waves (electrical rotors) 6, 7 or focal sources, in which activation spreads from an origin, 8 that are localized yet lie in unpredictable locations and thus are ideally identified using a wide field of view. In patients, optical techniques are not feasible due to the toxicity of dyes and, in the absence of other high resolution and wide field of view mapping studies, it is has not been defined to what extent animal data can be legitimately translated to humans. 6, 7 Thus, to understand human AF and develop novel therapeutic interventions, it is critical to obtain reliable maps of electrical activity during AF in patients using clinically feasible methodologies.
Optical techniques provide a spatial resolution Dx of approximately 0.1 mm and a temporal resolution Dt of 1 ms and have been used to resolve electrical rotors and focal sources that sustain AF in animal models. 9, 10 Arrays of contact electrodes have been applied to study human AF, with electrode separation varying from 1-5 mm. 11, 12 Mapping wide fields of view in animal studies is achieved in isolated heart preparations, while human mapping has been achieved either using contact electrode plaques on regions of the heart accessible during open heart surgery or using relatively few electrodes at percutaneous electrophysiology study. 13, 14 Despite these studies, however, the mechanisms of human AF remain highly controversial, 7, 15 and AF therapy has not advanced significantly in several years. 11, 16 Ideally, human AF would be mapped in situ during clinical electrophysiologic study to avoid open heart surgery while enabling direct therapy (ablation) based upon patientspecific mapping results. 1 It is often suggested that human AF mapping requires high spatiotemporal resolution with narrow field of view, 7, 17 as in prior open-heart studies, rather than wide-field of view with moderate spatial resolution that is readily achievable by percutaneous methods. If true, this would essentially preclude mapping of human AF at clinical electrophysiologic study with its attendant benefits and opportunities for patient-tailored mechanistic therapy.
In this study, we therefore address the theoretical requirements to map in humans the spiral wave reentry (electrical rotors) or focal sources that sustain AF in several animal models. 9, 10 We consider only the case of recording electrodes and not the effects of pacing in non-fibrillatory rhythms. 18, 19 After providing theoretical estimates for the required spatial and temporal resolution, we determine the resolution requirements in computational electrophysiological models. We then examine spatio-temporal patterns in human AF obtained from our recently developed technique (focal impulse and rotor mapping, FIRM) that uses 128 contact electrodes in both atria at clinical electrophysiologic study. 12, 20, 21 Our results from each line of investigation indicate that the resolution provided by this technique is sufficient to capture rotors and focal sources for human AF.
II. THEORETICAL ESTIMATES
A. Geometric considerations
Mapping spiral waves
An analytical solution for the shape of a spiral wave in cardiac tissue is not available. To determine the minimum required resolution of a mapping system, however, we can approximate the wave front as an Archimedean spiral, which is written in polar coordinates (r,h) as
where we have taken for simplicity the spiral tip at r ¼ 0 and where the wavelength k spiral determines the spatial separation between two successive arms of the spiral. This definition of wavelength differs from the clinical usage where it is defined as the product of the conduction velocity and the effective refractory period. 22 To illustrate the validity of this approach, we generated a spiral wave using a computer model that simulates wave propagation in an isotropic 2D sheet using the monodomain equation
Here, V is the membrane voltage, C m ¼ 1 lF/cm 2 represents the membrane capacitance, D is the diffusion tensor with diagonal entries of D ¼ 0.001 cm 2 /ms, and I ion represents the membrane currents. Given the need only to create in silico activation patterns, these membrane currents were implemented by the Fenton-Karma (FK) model. 23, 24 Equation (2) was simulated using a standard finite difference scheme with a spatial discretization of 0.025 cm or 0.05 cm and a time step of 0.01 ms. Fig. 1(a) shows a resulting counterclockwise rotating spiral, visualized using a gray scale with white corresponding to depolarized (active) and black corresponding to repolarized (inactive) regions of tissue. In Fig. 1(a) , we have also plotted as a red line the Archimedean spiral that fits the activation front of the numerically obtained spiral wave. As can be seen from this figure, the simple geometric shape approximates the spiral wave very well. Thus, a rigidly counterclockwise rotating spiral with a tip location of (0,0), uniform angular frequency x, and period s ¼ 2p/x can be accurately described in Cartesian coordinates by
where we have omitted an arbitrary phase constant. The spatio-temporal organization in experimental and clinical data is often displayed using isochronal maps. These maps display regions of space that are activated within the same time interval DI. The boundaries between these isochronal regions are commonly referred to as isochrones. If we choose N time intervals of duration DI ¼ s/N, the boundaries between region n-1 and region n for the Archimedean spiral, again omitting a phase constant, is given in Cartesian coordinates by
and the distance between successive isochrones is found to be k spiral /N. Suppose now that we have a square grid with grid spacing Dx. Then, the activation times (for a spiral wave with a tip at (0,0)) of electrode i at grid location x i and y i can be found as
where h 0 is given by h 0 ¼ 2p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
From these activation times, it is straightforward to work backwards and to compute isochronal maps as is shown in the isochronal snapshot of Fig. 1(b) . Here, we have chosen N ¼ 4 and a spiral with a wavelength of k spiral ¼ 4Dx. The analytical (Archimedean) boundaries between these regions are plotted in white and the electrodes, forming an 8 Â 8 electrode grid, are shown as black circles. The N ¼ 4 isochronal regions, computed using this grid, are shown using a color scale with all points that are activated in the isochronal interval DI ¼ s/4 immediately preceding the snapshot shown in red. If we denote the time of the snapshot by T, this corresponds to all points activated in the time interval (T-DI,T). Points activated in successively earlier isochronal intervals are colored as shown in the color bar.
Demanding that all isochronal regions are spatially continuous leads to a resolution requirement for the identification of a spiral wave using a discrete electrode grid. In other words, an isochronal region should be drawn such that an electrode belonging to this region is the nearest or nextnearest neighbor of other electrodes that are part of the same region. Clearly, such a region can no longer be drawn as the wavelength becomes smaller or, equivalently, if the distance between electrodes becomes larger. Note that this requirement will likely lead to a required spatial resolution that is too small as it might be possible to visually identify spiral waves for larger spatial discretization using isochronal regions that are only partially spatially continuous. This stringent condition can be translated into a required spatial resolution for the Archimedean spiral: spatially continuous isochronal regions are only possible for a spatial discretization that is equal or smaller that the distance between successive isochrones. Thus, the required spatial discretization, and the maximum spacing between electrodes, is
For smaller spatial discretization, the isochronal regions will be spatially continuous while for larger spatial discretization, they will no longer be spatially continuous. Of note, this requirement implies that the spatial requirements for large values of N, corresponding to a smaller time interval between successive isochrones as has become customary in the literature, are more demanding than for small values of N. This analysis is only valid for reentry patterns that have a non-meandering core with a negligible size. A more complicated spiral tip trajectory introduces a new length scale in the problem, L tip , which represents the spatial scale of the spiral tip path. Clearly, to accurately map the spiral tip path requires a spatial resolution smaller than L tip , although the precise requirement depends on the complexity of the path. For complex paths, corresponding to rotors whose cores show spatial precession such as in AF, 25 the required resolution to map the spiral tip path may be much smaller than L tip .
An additional length scale can be defined as the size of the coherent domain of the spiral wave, L rotor . Within this domain, the rotor controls tissue activation in a 1:1 fashion; while beyond it, the rotor destabilizes and breaks down ("fibrillatory conduction" 26 ). The identification of a spiral wave requires covering the coherent domain with a sufficient number of electrodes. This number depends on the location of the spiral wave with respect to the electrode array as well as the dynamics of the spiral tip. Consider again a rigidly rotating Archimedean spiral with a tip location that is within a square 2 Â 2 electrode array with grid spacing Dx. This array can identify a spiral wave if the activation of the electrodes is sequential, either clockwise or counterclockwise. It is easy to see that if the tip is located exactly at the center of the array that the electrodes will display sequential activation with an interelectrode interval of s/4, independent of the grid spacing and spiral wavelength. Thus, in this case, it is possible to identify a spiral wave with only 4 electrodes, provided that the array covers the coherent domain. For non-central tip locations, the activation sequence depends on both the tip position as well as the grid spacing.
The requirement for grid spacing is most restrictive if the tip location is close to one of the electrodes. In that case, we can determine the activation time of this electrode and the activation time of its neighbor using Eq. (5). Choosing the tip location for the nearest electrode such that x 1 ¼ d and y 1 ¼ e with d ( e ( 1, we find that t 1 /s % 1/4 þ k. The activation time of the neighboring electrode that will be activated first can be found using x 2 ¼ ÀDx and y 2 ¼ e, resulting in t 2 /s % 1/2 þ k-Dx/k spiral. For sequential activation, we demand t 1 < t 2 , leading to the requirement Dx < k spiral /4. Note that this requirement can also be found using the geometric properties of an Archimedean spiral. Thus, as long as Dx < k spiral /4 < L rotor , a 2 Â 2 array should be able to identify a rigidly rotating spiral with negligible core size, provided that the spiral tip location falls within the array.
The above analysis is obviously not valid for spiral waves with a meandering tip or large core size. In this case, the relationship between L rotor and the required minimum number of electrodes and maximum grid spacing is more difficult to determine and depends on the precise tip dynamics. Most likely, however, identification of these spiral waves require electrode arrays that are larger than 2 Â 2. Identification of a meandering rotor also calls for a spatial extent of mapping that is larger than L tip . After all, a rotor that moves in and out the field of view will result in activation patterns that are hard to interpret. If the precise location of the spiral tip path is not known a priori, as is the case in AF, 6, 7 the entire cardiac chamber of interest should ideally be mapped.
Finally, the required temporal resolution depends on the spatial resolution of the employed grid, Dx, and needs to be such that activation between neighboring spatial elements can be distinguished. The results in the requirement that Dt < Dx/v, where v is the conduction velocity of the activation front.
Mapping focal sources
Focal sources originate at a discrete spatial origin and result in a centrifugal pattern of activation with a wavelength k focal , defined as the spatial separation between two successive centrifugal wavefronts ( Fig. 1(c) ). For a focal source propagating with a uniform velocity v, the activation times of electrode i at location x i and y i for a focal source with period T and located at x 0 and y 0 can be found as
In Fig. 1(d) , we plot the circular isochrones corresponding to a focal source with k focal ¼ 4Dx as white lines, along with the corresponding isochronal regions. The wave speed and its period were chosen such that the focal wavelength is k focal ¼ 4Dx, where Dx is the spatial discretization of the 8 Â 8 grid, shown as black dots. We can again derive a stringent spatial resolution requirement by defining the maximum allowable Dx to be the spatial resolution for which isochronal regions are still spatially continuous. Following the same arguments as above, we find that this required resolution for N spatially continuous isochronal regions is Dx ¼ k focal /N. The required temporal resolution for focal sources can again be estimated as Dt % Dx/v. Finally, as for spiral waves, we can define a coherent domain, L focal , which defines the tissue that is activated in a 1:1 fashion by the focal source. A 2 Â 2 array will give identical electrode activation times, allowing for focal source identification, only if the source is located exactly in the middle of the array. For off-center locations, the activation times will be neither sequential nor identical, necessitating a larger array size to identify the focal source.
B. Experimental considerations
The spatial and temporal resolutions that result from the analysis above can be estimated based on animal studies and observations of human AF. In animal models of AF, the path of the spiral tip has a length scale (L tip ) ranging from 1 cm to 3 cm. [27] [28] [29] We therefore expect that for meandering spiral tips with the largest L tip , the required resolution for accurately mapping the spiral tip will be much smaller that 1 cm while the required field of view needs to be larger that 3 cm Â 3 cm. Also, in a canine model, a single rotor was found to control tissue with an area of >5 cm 2 (Ref.
In humans, both a lower bound of the wavelength of a spiral and a lower bound of the wavelength of a focal beat may be estimated from the product of minimum conduction velocity and shortest refractory period. 31 Note
Similarly, spatially resolved isochronal maps of focal beats with N ¼ 4 regions will require a spatial resolution of Dx % 1.1 cm or smaller. Finally, the required temporal resolution can be estimated as the ratio of the spatial resolution and the maximum conduction velocity. Using a maximum conduction velocity of v max ¼ 200 cm/s (Ref. 35 ) and a spatial resolution of Dx ¼ 1.1 cm, we find a required temporal resolution of Dt ¼ Dx/v max % 5 ms.
III. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
To test these estimated resolution requirements, we constructed in silico data sets as described above. As a first test of our estimates, we generated a spiral wave reentry pattern in a 200 Â 200 node simulation area with a physical size of 5 Â 5 cm (Fig. 2(a) ). The parameters of the model were chosen such that the coherent domain of the rotor spanned the entire simulation area (Fig. 2(a) ) and that the period of the rotor was approximately 84 ms. Furthermore, the spiral is single-armed with a wavelength that was found to be k spiral ¼ 5.0 cm. By computing the location of the spiral tip, using the algorithm of Ref. 23 , we determined the spiral tip path. This path, shown in Fig. 2(a) in red, consists of a complex meandering trajectory with a length scale of L tip % 1 cm. Note that the physical dimensions and timescale of the simulation can be altered by an appropriate rescaling of the parameters.
The activation times for each node were determined using a threshold (10% maximal V) and were stored with a temporal resolution of Dt ¼ 1 ms. These activation times were then used to compute isochrones, defined as all points that were activated within a certain time interval DP. Four isochrones with interval DP ¼ 1 ms, separated by 20 ms, are shown in Fig. 2(a) in green. The resolution for this simulation is much smaller than the spiral wave length and the length scale of its tip. Thus, as expected, computing the activation times at this resolution is sufficient to easily identify the rotor, its domain, and its spiral tip path.
Next, we progressively increased the distance between the locations where we sampled the activation times. This downsampling of the data results in an increase in the spatial resolution without having to re-run the computational model with a larger Dx. Using the activation times on this coarsened grid, we again computed isochrones separated by 20 ms, using progressively larger intervals DP. In Figs. 2(b)-2(d), we show the results for spatial resolutions of Dx ¼ 2.5 mm (20 Â 20 grid), Dx ¼ 6.25 mm (8 Â 8 grid), and Dx ¼ 12.5 mm (4 Â 4 grid). A visual inspection of the isochrones reveals that for these discretizations, the spiral tip path is no longer resolved. This is expected since this complex trajectory requires a resolution that is much smaller than L tip .
However, isochrones for all values of Dx demonstrate rotational activity of the rotor. This can be seen more clearly by creating a sequence of isochronal maps. For visualization purposes, these maps are created by bi-linearly interpolating the activation times between the electrodes, adding 3 points between two neighboring grid points in each direction. Five snapshots of these maps, separated by 22 ms, are shown in Figs. 3(b)-3(f) for the coarsest grid in Fig. 2 (Dx ¼ 12.5 mm). As a comparison, the non-interpolated isochronal map corresponding to Fig. 3(b) is shown in Fig. 3(a) . These snapshots show that the rotational activation around the rotor core location can be identified, even with a spatial resolution of Dx ¼ 12.5 mm. This result is agreement with the theoretical consideration above: since the rotor wavelength is 5.0 cm, we expect that for four isochronal regions, the minimum resolution is 5/4 ¼ 1.25 cm and that a resolution of 1.25 cm will be sufficient to resolve the reentry pattern.
A second simulation shows a stable rotor with wavelength k ¼ 3.2 cm, spiral tip path of L tip % 1 cm, and a period of approximately s ¼ 90 ms depicted at Dx ¼ 0.5 mm (Fig.  4(a) ). The coherent domain of the rotor is L rotor ¼ 6 cm, beyond which the rotor destabilizes and breaks down. As in previous simulation studies, this break-down ("fibrillatory conduction") is achieved by changing the model parameters in part of the tissue. 36 ,37 Specifically, we chose a different value of one of the parameters (s r ) in the outer region of the computational domain (defined as the region that has a distance of 5 cm or more from the center of the domain). Note that a similar break-down can also be achieved in homogenous tissue. 24 Based on our estimates, we expect that a spatial resolution that is much smaller than L tip will be necessary to accurately track the spiral tip path. However, to simply identify the rotor, we expect to be able to coarsen the simulation results to a spatial resolution of Dx % k/5 ¼ 6.4 mm if we use five isochronal regions. In Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) , we show snapshots of an isochronal map using N ¼ 5 isochronal regions with interval DI ¼ 20 ms of the simulation of Fig. 4(a) , for Dx ¼ 6 mm (b), and Dx ¼ 12.5 mm (c), corresponding to a 25 Â 25 grid and 12 Â 12 grid, respectively. As in Fig. 3 , the activation times were bi-linearly interpolated. The isochronal map at the higher spatial resolution clearly shows the existence of a rotor, in agreement with theoretical estimates. The further coarsening of resolution, however, reduces the ability to identify a rotational pattern in a single snapshot (Fig. 4(c) ) although a series of successive snapshots may still enable detection of the rotor. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4(d) , which shows a snapshot of an animation of successive isochronal maps at resolution Dx ¼ 15 mm.
A third simulation addresses the required resolution for resolving a focal source. For this simulation, a fixed node at the center of a 300 Â 300 computational grid with Dx ¼ 0.5 mm was stimulated with a period of 100 ms ( Fig.  5(a) ). As in the simulation of Fig. 4 , we introduced fibrillatory conduction by choosing heterogeneous model parameters, leading to a coherent domain of L beat ¼ 7 cm and a wavelength of k focal % 3 cm. Thus, the required spatial resolution is set by this wavelength for N ¼ 4 isochronal regions should be Dx % k focal /4 ¼ 0.75 cm or smaller. Indeed, an isochronal map at a resolution of Dx ¼ 7.5 mm (20 Â 20 grid, DI ¼ 25 ms) clearly shows a centrifugal activation pattern, consistent with our estimate (Fig. 5(b) ). Further spatially coarsening the data, however, leads to activation patterns that are not readily identifiable as target patterns. This is shown in Fig. 5(c) , where we plot the N ¼ 4 isochronal map for a resolution of Dx ¼ 15 mm (10 Â 10 grid).
IV. VALIDATION OF RESOLUTION ESTIMATES IN CLINICAL ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
We have recently studied activation patterns of patients with persistent and paroxysmal AF referred for ablation. 12 Detailed information regarding the characteristics of the patient population can be found in Ref. 20 while our mapping technique is further described in Ref. 21 .
Briefly, mapping is accomplished using two 64-pole contact electrode catheters in the form of "baskets" that are advanced to the right atrium (RA) and, after trans-septal puncture, to the left atrium (LA). The baskets, along with the relevant anatomy, are schematically shown in Fig. 6(a) . Along each spline of the basket, the interelectrode distance is 4-5 mm, while the distance between the splines can be estimated as <1 cm at the equator of the basket and <4 mm near its poles. Thus, this technique produces activation maps on an 8 Â 8 grid with a spatial resolution between 0.4 and 1 cm.
Multisite electrograms are recorded with a temporal resolution of 1 ms (filtered at 0.05-500 Hz at the source recording). From the resolution estimates above, we anticipated that this temporal and spatial resolution should distinguish activation events between neighboring electrodes. AF data are exported digitally over a period of >30 min. Multipolar AF signals are then analyzed by filtering electrograms to exclude noise and far-field signals, followed by determination of the activation times at each electrode over successive cycles to map electrical propagation in AF. 21 Data from multiple institutions have used this system to show that human AF is perpetuated by a small number of rotors or focal sources. 20, 38 Unexpectedly, these sources were found to be stable over a prolonged period of time (hours to months). Empirically, the mechanistic relevance of these sources to sustaining AF was recently demonstrated by brief targeted ablation only at sources (Focal Impulse and Rotor Modulation, FIRM), which acutely terminated AF with subsequent inability to induce AF ("non-reinducibility") in a majority of patients. 20 Importantly, the long-term results of this novel ablation approach have recently been shown to be substantially better than conventional ablation of empirical anatomic targets without knowledge of the propagation patterns in any given individual. 20 We will now examine the clinical data using isochronal maps as described above. As in our previous work, activation is visualized in panels where the RA is opened vertically through the tricuspid valve such that the left edge of each panel indicates the lateral tricuspid annulus and the right edge indicates the septal tricuspid annulus. 12, 20, 39 A schematic illustration of the anatomical position of the electrode grid in the patients is shown in Fig. 6(b) . In Figs. 6(c)-6(h), we plot a sequence of isochronal maps at DI ¼ 55 ms isochrone intervals in the right atrium of a patient with persistent AF. The activation map is visualized on an 8 Â 8 grid in (c) and has been bi-linearly interpolated in ((d)-(h) ). The maps reveal a spatially localized rotor in the low RA (white line in (h)) with a coherent domain that is larger than the visualization domain. Thus, similar to rotor shown in Figs. 2 and 3, this is a single-armed rotor with a coherent domain that spans the entire field of view with a wavelength that is larger or comparable to the size of this domain. Although the precise spiral tip path is difficult to determine from Fig. 6 , its estimated length scale is much smaller than the coherent domain and the wavelength. Interestingly, the location of the rotor was conserved over many rotations, suggesting a role of spatial heterogeneities in maintaining the spatio-temporal organization of AF.
We can now determine if the mapping results for this pattern are consistent with our derived estimates. For an isochronal map with N ¼ 4 regions, the required spatial resolution can be estimated as Dx % k spiral /4. For a wavelength equal to the size of the field of view, this requires having at least 4 electrodes in either direction. Therefore, an 8 Â 8 grid will capture the rotor if placed over the spiral tip path, consistent with our results. Fig. 6 also demonstrates the importance of the location of the field of view. The solid square in Figs. 6(c)-6(h) represents a 4 Â 4 grid and shows that the data within this grid are sufficient to identify the rotor. The dashed square in Figs. 6(c)-6(h) represents a 4 Â 4 mapping array that is identical in size but centered in an "incorrect position" away from the spiral tip path. Clearly, limiting the field of view to this area will not accurately capture the rotor, even if the spatial resolution were increased.
In Fig. 7 , we show a sequence of isochronal maps in the left atrium, at DI ¼ 50 ms isochrone intervals and N ¼ 5 regions, during paroxysmal AF in a separate patient. For this patient, 64 basket poles resulted in an 8 Â 8 grid displayed by opening the left atrium horizontally through the mitral valve, with the top edge of each panel indicating the superior mitral annulus and the bottom edge indicating the inferior mitral annulus.
21 Panels (A)-(F) show isochronal snapshots every 50 ms, and reveal a rotor that controls only the lower part of the left atrium (white line in (F)), with the remaining atrium showing complex spatio-temporal patterns ("fibrillatory conduction"). Again, the wavelength of the rotor is larger than the size of the field of view. Thus, the number of electrodes and its corresponding spatial resolution are sufficient to capture the rotor. As for the rotor of Fig. 6 , the pattern was conserved for a significant period of time (at least 2 h (Ref. 12) ), possibly due to spatial heterogeneities. A third clinical example is shown in Fig. 8 where we plot three snapshots of isochronal activation in the LA of a patient with paroxysmal AF. These snapshots were chosen such that the maps show activation in at least five preceding 10 ms isochrone intervals and capture three successive activations. The maps clearly show centrifugal activation radiating from a localized source with a period of approximately 190 ms, thus capturing a focal source pattern that was located at roughly the center of the field of view. Again working backwards, we can estimate the required resolution for this activation pattern. The focal source has a coherent domain that spans the entire field of view. Furthermore, the wavelength of the focal beat can be estimated to be at least the size of the field of view since an activation front reaches the boundary within half a period. Thus, the required resolution for five isochronal regions translates into five electrodes spanning the field of view. Clearly, the clinical 8 Â 8 basket fulfills this requirement and has sufficient spatial resolution to accurately capture focal source activation.
V. DISCUSSION
Accurate mapping of spatio-temporal patterns during human arrhythmias is challenging and requires recording methods carefully tailored to the pathophysiology of the arrhythmia being studied. In this study, we provide theoretical, in silico, and clinical data to show that spiral wave reentry (rotors) and repetitive focal sources recently shown to sustain human atrial fibrillation can be resolved with a spatial resolution of millimeters to %1 cm.
Since optical dye fluorescence techniques employed in animal studies cannot be used in humans due to concerns over toxicity, contact electrode arrays are the most common mapping modality 13, 14 although non-invasive and non-contact techniques using the inverse solution have been developed. 40, 41 Contact arrays have been used to determine the spatio-temporal organization during human AF. 20, 21 These studies provide a lower spatial resolution than optical studies in animals, yet have identified spatial non-uniformities in human AF consistent with localized sources. 13, 14 Our derived theoretical estimates are based on observations in the literature that the rotor wavelength is larger than the length scale of the spiral tip path, and that the coherent domain of the rotor or focal source spans a significant portion of the field of view. Our derived theoretical estimate for the spatial resolution is based on rigidly rotating Archimedean spirals. The required spatial resolution for non-rigidly rotating spirals is likely to be more stringent although our simulations show that the theoretical requirement still works reasonably well for meandering spirals. Furthermore, noise in the electrode recordings and their position will also affect the required resolution. Our analysis of the clinical data, however, verify that the spatial and temporal resolution of our recently reported mapping approach, 21 which uses bi-atrial basket catheters to provide 4-10 mm spatial and 1 ms temporal resolution, are sufficient to capture AF rotors and focal sources, particularly if depicted as a series of propagation maps (movies). Data from multiple institutions have used this system to show that human AF is perpetuated by a small number of rotors or focal sources. 20, 38 Unexpectedly, these sources were found to be stable over a prolonged period of time (hours to months). Empirically, the mechanistic relevance of these sources to sustaining AF was recently demonstrated by brief targeted ablation only at sources (Focal Impulse and Rotor Modulation, FIRM), which acutely terminated AF with subsequent inability to induce AF ("non-reinducibility") in a majority of patients (86%). 20 Importantly, the long-term results of this novel ablation approach have recently been shown to be substantially better than conventional ablation of empirical anatomic targets without knowledge of the propagation patterns in any given individual (82.4% vs. 44.9%). 20 Clearly, no mapping technique can resolve spatial events with a length scale smaller than the inter-electrode spacing. For example, it is impossible to distinguish a spiral wave with a wavelength smaller than the inter-electrode spacing nor is it possible to precisely map the spiral tip path if its lengthscale is smaller than the spatial resolution of mapping. 29 Although this imposes a potential mapping limit, re-entry on this small scale may be uncommon in human atria since wavelength considerations suggest a minimum wavelength of %4-5 cm. [31] [32] [33] [34] Moreover, the inability to precisely resolve the spiral tip path may be of less clinical relevance if the approximate center of rotation can be identified, since a single ablation lesion typically covers a region of diameter 5-7 mm. 20 Finally, we note that although we have focused on atrial wave propagation, our theoretical and computational estimates should also be valid for spiral waves in the ventricles, provided that we use parameters applicable to ventricular tissue and that our analyses would be restricted to the mapping plane(s).
We anticipate that these mapping considerations will become central to designing further mechanistic and therapeutic studies of human AF and other complex clinical arrhythmias.
